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Extended Abstract—
We discuss a prioritized list of asteroid
characteristics from a threat-mitigation perspective,
discussing why each characteristic is important and
providing examples of how each plays a role in
mitigation. The list is prioritized by the authors in
order to foster and focus discussion of the relative
importance of each characteristic to mitigation
approaches, to assist in identifying gaps and needs,
and to inform tradeoffs in situations with limited
time to plan and act. An underlying question is:
What needs to be measured, and how well?

In the event of an impact, the prevalence of oceans
covering Earth suggests a water impact is likely. An
example is shown in Figure 1 of 3-D hydro modeling of
an impact by a 50-meter asteroid off the coast of
California, with the subsequent wave generation and
propagation.
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#1 Orbit
The highest-priority characteristic on our list is the
orbit of a threatening object. The orbit determines if an
impact will occur, along with when and how. It defines
warning time and Δv requirements; sets the best time,
location, and direction for deflection; and defines the
impact location, angle, and velocity of impact. In
addition, uncertainty of the orbit drives impact
probability, influencing the decision to take action.
For most discovery scenarios of objects that are
headed to impact Earth, astrometric measurement
uncertainties initially will yield small probabilities of
impact.
The impact probabilities grow only with
successive refinements of the orbit by means of
additional measurements, until a point at which impact is
certain (for an impacting scenario). Further refinements
are necessary to localize the impact point. There is little
chance that action will be taken to prepare expensive
missions and/or emergency response actions until the
impact probability reaches a sufficiently large value. The
exact “trigger” value is unknown, but the time lost in the
interim between discovery and the decision to take
action may be very valuable. Shortening the time to
decision, either ruling out an impact or confirming one, is
of key importance.
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Source propagation
Figure 1 — Simulation of asteroid impact in the
Pacific Ocean near San Francisco, California.
(credit: Souheil Ezzedine, LLNL)
#2 Mass
The second characteristic on our list is the mass of the
asteroid. The mass, combined with warning time, sets
deflection difficulty, as well as the consequences if an
impact occurs. The determination of mass is often
intertwined with other physical characteristics of the
asteroid, including volume, surface area, and diameter;
composition; bulk density; and porosity. There are a
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umber of wa
ays to deterrmine or esttimate mass either
nu
diirectly or indiirectly, and fo
or cases requiring assum
mptions
orr informed guesses,
g
the
e uncertaintyy of the resu
ult may
sp
pan an orde
er of magnitu
ude. For exxample, if th
he only
avvailable inforrmation abou
ut an asteroiid is its brigh
htness,
an
n estimate of
o albedo and
a
density must be ma
ade to
ap
pproximate the mass. With wide variation in
n both
allbedo and density,
d
the resulting un
ncertainty range in
m
mass
may span an order of magn
nitude. The
e most
acccurate ma
ass determ
minations are
a
from radar
ob
bservations of a natura
al moon or from trackiing an
orrbital spaceccraft, but neither option is likely for a real
im
mpact scenarrio.
3 Composittion
#3
The next most
m
importtant asteroid
d characteriistic is
omposition — the elemental, chemical, and
co
m
mineralogical
on sets
makeup of tthe asteroid. Compositio
th
he (full) mate
erial density at the micro
o scale and plays
p
a
ce
entral role in
i determining the matterial strength. It
in
nfluences ho
ow an asterroid reacts to
t either a kinetic
im
mpactor or a nuclear deflection. The comp
position
de
etermines th
he behavior of the mate
erial under impact,
via the equa
ation-of-state
e, including the melting and
aporization points.
p
The
e material re
esponse drivves the
va
ejjection of material
m
in a kinetic impa
act, and is key in
de
etermining im
mparted-Δv estimates.
e

2

so
omewhat in the
t
center off the rangess. Uncertainties in
co
omposition generate significant uncertaintie
es in
de
eflection effecctiveness.
4 Porosity
#4
porosities, fro
om microsco
opic to
There are a range of p
ma
acroscopic, and bulk (o
or average) porosity is really
ne
either. This complicates
c
d
discussions
of porosity.
Porosity influences effecctiveness of kinetic impa
actors,
a
ass well as the potential forr disruption. It strongly affects
the
e momentu
um-enhancem
ment (β) factor
f
for kinetic
k
im
mpactors.
Porosity ge
enerally ha
as the effe
ect of
da
ampening sh
hocks and re
educing the reactive response
of the object to
o an impact or energy deposition.
d
E
Except
forr very small asteroids, a
asteroid surffaces are typically
co
overed with a layer of re
egolith, with its correspo
onding
intter-granular porosity. T
That layer iss the first material
tha
at interacts with
w an impa
actor. Figurre 2 illustrate
es the
efffect of varrying regolitth porosity in an impactor
sccenario. The
e right half of the imag
ge correspon
nds to
hig
gher porositty, and the tendency to
o damping of
o the
co
ompaction ressponse is se
een.

Composition is also critical in the
t
deposittion of
uclear-generrated x-ray energy.
In particula
ar, the
nu
prresence of high-Z (metals) or low-Z (volatiles)
(
ele
ements
pllays a big rolle. Table 1 lists four canonical materrials for
co
omparison of x-ray depo
osition depthss. The grea
ater the
de
eposition depth, the morre mass is in
nvolved in re
esulting
bllow off. More deflection
n is obtained
d by heating larger
am
mounts of material
m
to lower (but still
s melted or
o
Ta
able 1 — Table
T
of den
nsities and x-ray penettration
de
epths for four materrial compos
sitions.
(c
credit:
K
Kirsten
Howley and Rob
b Managan, LLNL)
L
gure 2 — Simulation
S
o
of a kinetic impactor with
w
a
Fig
lay
yer of rego
olith. Left s
side: poro
osity 10%. Right
sid
de: porosity
y 40%. (cre
edit: Eric He
erbold, LLNL
L)
Porosity at depth
d
in the a
asteroid also
o affects the shock
an
nd material response,
r
te
ending to reduce the da
amage
an
nd the tende
ency to bre
eak up or disrupt
d
the object.
o
Disruption is a major conccern for sma
aller objects and/or
a
sh
hort warning
g times thatt require large deflectio
on Δv
va
alues.
va
aporized) temperatures than heating less mate
erial to
hiigher temperatures. Fo
or two values of x-ray energy,
e
1 keV and 10kkeV, the pen
netration depth varies by factors
0, respectively, between the cases off water
off 20 and 200
icce and Fe--Ni metal, with interm
mediate ma
aterials

#5
5 Shape
ences the efffectiveness of
o both kinettic and
Shape influe
nu
uclear deflecctions. The slopes of an
n asteroid surface
afffect the dire
ection and m
magnitude of
o Δv from kinetic
k
im
mpact. Figure
e 3 shows a snapshot fro
om a simulation of
an
n impactor approaching a non-s
spherical assteroid
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based on the
e shape of Golevka)
G
fro
om the direc
ction of
(b
th
he red arrow
w. The mom
mentum vec
ctor of the ejected
e
m
material
(colo
ored polyhe
edrons) is not
n
in the line
l
of
ap
pproach, illu
ustrating the
e effect. Th
he effect off slope
ge
enerally dimiinishes defle
ection effectiv
veness.

3

Figure 4 illu
ustrates thatt the interna
al structure has a
dirrect influenc
ce on the re
esponse of the asteroid
d. The
su
urface structu
ure also playys a role. For deflection
n using
nu
uclear explos
sives, surfacce features affect
a
x-ray energy
e
de
eposition by influencing re-radiation of the dep
posited
en
nergy (see poster byy Joe Was
sem et al., this
co
onference). In addition, ssurface structture plays a role in
the
e momentu
um-enhancem
ment factorr (β) for kinetic
k
im
mpactors.

S
o
of a kinetic impactor with
w
an
Fiigure 3 — Simulation
as
steroid of the
t
shape of
o Golevka. (credit: M
Megan
Bruck Syal, LLNL)
L
Shape also
o diminishess or enhance
es the effec
ct from
uclear-generrated x-ray deposition compared to a
nu
sp
pherical shap
pe. For exam
mple, prolate
e ellipsoidal shapes
s
drriven from near
n
their na
arrow tip sho
ow a diminis
shment
fro
om angled surfaces
s
of e
energy depo
osition, while
e flatter
re
egions of ob
blate ellipsoids provide an enhance
ement.
Th
hese effectts can dim
minish or enhance nominal
de
eflection (sph
herical shape
es) by factorrs of two or more.
m
Rotation (spin) further complicates shape effec
cts, as
diiscussed below in #7.
6 Structure
e
#6
The stru
ucture of an
a asteroid is an imp
portant
ch
haracteristic and is inte
ertwined with
h shape, po
orosity,
sttrength, and
d cohesion. Structure is multiscalle and
he
eterogeneou
us, inherenttly difficult to charac
cterize.
In
nternal structture is partic
cularly hard to
t determine
e. The
in
nterior structu
ure influence
es the potential for disrup
ption by
a deflection. Many of the smaller aste
eroids are be
elieved
to
o consist of loosely aggrregated colle
ections of material,
orr “rubble pilles.” Such objects, pa
articularly those of
sm
mall size an
nd very wea
ak gravity, are
a suscepttible to
brreaking up and dispe
ersing if subject
s
to strong
ac
ccelerations or shockss.
While intentional,
i
robust
diisruption is a potential sstrategy for some
s
impactt-threat
sc
cenarios, unintentional disruption
d
tha
at occurs du
uring a
de
eflection cou
uld be very un
ndesirable.
Figure 4 sh
hows an exa
ample of the initial respo
onse of
tw
wo asteroids, 500 meterrs in diametter, to the im
mpulse
de
elivered by nuclear-generated x-ray
y deposition. The
on
ne on the lefft is an aggre
egate of loos
sely bound material
m
an
nd the one on the rightt is a fractured, but oth
herwise
m
monolithic,
bo
ody (with miicroporosity). The colorr scale
de
epicts velocitty magnitude
e from 0 to 1 m/s.

gure 4 — Simulation off initial aste
eroid respon
nse to
Fig
x-ray energy deposition;
d
an aggrega
ate boulder pile
p is
hown on the
e left and a fractured monolith on
o the
sh
rig
ght. (credit:: Eric Herbo
old, LLNL)

Another asp
pect of structure is tha
at some astteroids
ave binary (o
or even tertia
ary) compan
nions, and are
a not
ha
sin
ngle objects
s.
Knowledge of suc
ch a situatiion is
im
mportant in advance o
of a deflecttion as it poses
ad
dditional com
mplications.

7 Spin
#7
se of an object and
Spin further complicatess the respons
inttroduces timing issues fo
or intercepto
ors. As evidenced
by
y the well-known “spin limit” plot, an asteroid
d with
lim
mited cohesive forces m
may barely hold togethe
er. A
de
eflection acce
eleration ma
ay exceed co
ohesive limitts and
ressult in breakup and dis
spersal of so
ome or all of the
bo
ody. Such a response m
must be facto
ored into defllection
strrategies. An
n example is shown in Figure 5 of a kinetic
k
im
mpact on an asteroid
a
thatt is not spinn
ning (top) an
nd one
tha
at is (bottom
m). Additional materiall is imparted
d with
ve
elocity greatter than the
e escape velocity
v
(non-blue
co
olors) of the body.
b
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no
ormally requiires rendezvvous and is difficult even
n then
forr asteroids smaller
s
than 100-m diam
meter. As pla
anning
an
nd discussio
ons continue, modeling
g and simu
ulation
effforts can qua
antify and fu
urther prioritize data nee
eds. It
is important to put the influ
uence of aste
eroid-charactteristic
ncertainties into a qu
uantitative perspective
p
un
when
co
onsidering altternative inve
estments.
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Fiigure 5 — Simulation of a kinetic impactorr on a
sttationary (ttop) and s
spinning (b
bottom) astteroid.
(c
credit: Mega
an Bruck Sy
yal, LLNL)
In addition,, for both kkinetic impactors and nuclear
n
de
eflection, in light
l
of the sshape effects
s discussed earlier,
e
sp
pin adds a timing com
mplication. For non-sp
pherical
as
steroids, the
ere will likely
y be optima
al and non-o
optimal
lo
ocations for impact or d
detonation to
o achieve maximal
m
de
eflection velo
ocity. Knowledge of the rotation perio
od and
ph
hase would be needed
d to plan fo
or the appro
opriate
tim
ming.
Summary
We have de
escribed a prioritized
p
listt of seven asteroid
haracteristics
s important to planetarry defense. They
ch
arre: orbit, ma
ass, composition, porosity
y, shape, structure,
an
nd spin. With
W
those in mind, the next top
pic for
co
onsideration is what methods an
nd platform
ms are
av
vailable to obtain data on these charracteristics, both
b
in
ge
eneral and fo
or specific ob
bjects, when and if neede
ed.
visual,
ent methods
s may be astrometric,
a
Measureme
ra
adar, spectra
al, gravimetric, or samp
ple return, among
a
otthers. Platfforms may be
b Earth-bas
sed, space-based,
fly
ybys, rendezvous, orr sample return.
Each
m
measurement
t technique a
and platform has its advantages
an
nd disadva
antages.
Differences between flyby,
re
endezvous, and sample missions
s warrant careful
co
onsideration..
Flybys, while fastter and relatively
in
nexpensive compared
c
to rendezvous
s, yield limite
ed data
on
n small targ
gets. In p
particular, mass
m
determination

